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The Benefits of Child-safe Home Improvements

All family members should be considered when home improvements are being planned, especially the youngest household
residents who may not be responsible enough to avoid accidents
and injuries.
According to a recent Vital Signs report from the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, accidental injuries are a leading
cause of death among the country’s youth - with one fatality occurring every hour from something entirely preventable. The CDC
notes that the leading causes of child injury include suffocation,
drowning, poisoning, fires, and falls. More can be done to keep
children safe, and many strategies start at home.
Install security systems
A security system can be just as effective at keeping little ones
inside as it is at keeping unwanted guests outside. Alarms can be
set to sound anytime a window or door is breached, which can
deter curious children from trying to leave the house without permission. Pair the alarm system with secure locks and high latches
that can also stop children in their tracks.
Remove fall hazards
Safety devices installed on windows that are above ground level can keep children safe. Stair rails should be secure and in good working order.
Temporary gates can block kids from getting on stairways. Improve lighting around

Prepare for
Visiting Elder
Guests

Homeowners may find themselves hosting senior guests several
times throughout a typical year.
These occasions can be wonderful

opportunities for making memories,
but homeowners may need to take
certain precautions to ensure that
guests are safe and comfortable.
This may involve making some minor modifications around the home.
Mobility and comfort needs for
seniors may differ to accommodate
other guests. Meeting the needs of
senior guests may involve any of the
following.
H Make sure pathways leading to
and from the home are level, cleared
and easy to see.
H If possible, add a ramp over stairs
that lead to the front door. Ensure
handrails are sturdy.
H Remove clutter and excess furniture if a guest visiting will be using a walker or a manual/motorized
wheelchair.
H Remove accent rugs from a
home, and be sure that any mats are
secured with nonslip material.
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staircases to help children and adults avoid falls, and remove
any obstacles.
Anchor heavy furniture
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission warns that
unanchored televisions and top-heavy furniture can tip over onto
children and cause severe injuries and even death. Everyday furniture can be tempting to climb; therefore, using anchors to secure
furniture to walls for security is a must.
Install locking cabinets
Locking cabinets can keep medications, household chemicals,
home improvement paints and solvents, and other potential poisons out of reach.
Erect fencing around pools and yards
Install fencing around pools to keep children from wandering
close to the water’s edge. Towns and cities may require certain
fence heights or self-latching gates to keep little ones safe. Young
children should never be left with their own devices around any
source of water, whether it’s a pool, tub or toilet.
Test and replace smoke alarms
Smoke and carbon monoxide detectors are only useful if they
are functional. Homeowners should inspect such devices regularly to ensure proper
operation and promptly replace old or faulty detectors to improve safety. SH182686

H Increase lighting in entryways,
staircases and hallways, especially areas leading to kitchens
or bathrooms.
H If guests will be staying overnight, arrange sleeping accommodations on the first floor and/or in a
room closest to the bathroom.
H Well-placed grab bars in the
bathroom can be an asset. See if
you can borrow a portable shower
seat to make bathing or showering
easier for overnight senior guests.
H For long-term guests, consider replacing round doorknobs and other
pulls with lever-action ones that are
easy to grab.
H Concessions may need to be made
concerning interior temperature,
noise levels and television viewing.
Several easy modifications can
be made to make senior guests feel
comfortable when visiting others.
LP183770
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Mahar’s
Greenhouses

Opening Monday, April 16
4621 Beard Rd., Byron

Greenhouse 989-634-8171
Home 989-634-5349

Come See What’s Blooming!

Ask about our hardwood flooring & trim.
Bark • Chips

Maple Rapids
Lumber Mill
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Sat. 8-12
6366 N. Forest Hill Rd.

maplerapidslumber.com

989-682-4225
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Cesal
Well Drilling, LLC
20+ Years
Experience
Water Softeners, 5” to 12” Wells
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5331 N. Byron Rd., Corunna • 810-250-1378

GA Hunt
Excavating, LLC
989-227-1222

FREE ESTIMATES

Specializing In:
Sewer and Water Line
• Repairs and Replacement
Drain Fields & Septic Tank
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Septic Tank Pumping

Ergonomic Gardening Techniques
Can Make Gardening Less Taxing

Gardening is a popular activity that
seems to be gaining even more
supporters. Statistica reports
that the number of people
who gardened within the
last 12 months in the
United States rose from
around 105 million in
2008 to 118 million
in 2017.
Gardening can be
relaxing yet physically
demanding work. Gardeners
who find themselves battling
aches and pains after spending
time in the garden may need to make a
greater effort to reduce injuries and improve comfort
when tilling, weeding or installing new landscape
features.
Ergonomic gardening techniques and tools can
help gardeners reduce their risk of injury and make
gardening more comfortable.
Warm up
Just as novice athletes wouldn’t dive right into a
strenuous workout at the gym, nor should novice
gardeners immediately pick up a shovel and jump
into digging a hole for their new tree. Gardening
requires bending, stooping, lifting, twisting, and other
movements that work the entire body. Spending 10 or
more minutes stretching, walking and doing a few
back and arm rotations can limber the body up for the
physical activity to come.
Use proper form
Think about the mechanics of lifting weights during
a workout, as home and garden tasks may mimic
movements made when exercising. The occupational
therapists at Bend Spinal Care say that strain on the
lower back can be reduced by positioning objects
close to the body and its center of gravity when
lifting them. Furthermore, people can contract their
abdominal (core) muscles when lifting and bending
to support the back. When lifting heavy objects,
power should be derived from the legs and buttocks
rather than the back.
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Keep items close
Keeping work closer to the
body will reduce the need
for
stooping,
leaning
or
reaching,
which
should cut down on
pulled muscles. Longhandled tools can help
minimize reaching. Use
step ladders to reach
high areas or get down
on padded cushions to
work closer to the ground.
This alleviates strain to the
neck from having to look up or
down for extended periods of time. Raised
garden beds can bring plants to a person’s level.
The therapists at ProCare Physical Therapy say that
working below shoulder level whenever possible can
prevent shoulder strains; otherwise, perform tasks
for no more than five minutes at a time.
Invest in new tools
Watch for updates
Cushioned grips and grip handles can prevent® wrist
on Facebook
fatigue, as can hand tools that keep wrists straight to
The Independent
improve strength and reduce repetitive
motion injuries.
Newsgroup
Long-handled tools and push mowers should be as tall
as the person using them. Seek out tools that keep the
body in natural positions to maximize efficiency.
Even though gardening is viewed asWe
a have
relaxing
the
pastime, the work involved can be taxing
onyou
the
news
body. Ergonomic tools and proper form
can
keep
want to read!
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Introduce Earthworms into the Garden

Gardeners eager to revitalize
their lawns and gardens may spend
hundreds of dollars on tools and
products designed to improve soil
and growing conditions. Although
many of these items can be advantageous, gardeners also may want
to look to nature’s best garden
helpers: earthworms.
It is believed that nearly 3,000 different types of earthworms inhabit
the planet. Worms have been around
for hundreds of millions of years.
Worms can be seen as bait dangling on fishing lines or as meals for red-breasted
robins. But these subterranean dwellers play their biggest role beneath the soil.
Earthworms move through dirt as they search for food. The worms consume particles in the soil, helping to recycle materials like dead leaves, plant parts, decaying
animals, and feces. Through their travels, worms also serve to aerate the soil. Worms
bring the subsoil closer to the surface and mix it with the topsoil. Earthworms’ castings also help naturally fertilize the areas in which they reside. The slimy mucus that
worms leave behind contains nitrogen, which also helps to amend the soil.
The University of Illinois Extension says most earthworms found, particularly in
North America, can only grow so long, even though some worms seem like they
stretch forever underneath the ground. Depending on the type of worm and how many
segments it has, as well as its age and ability to get nutritious foods, worms typically
reach only a few inches in length, offers National Geographic. There are some anomalies, however. The Oregon giant earthworm is one of the largest earthworms found
in North America, growing to more than three feet in length. That worm is very rare,
however. In 2016, a 16-inch-long earthworm was discovered in England and became
part of the collection at the Natural History Museum in London. Some Australian
and South American earthworms are known to grow much larger.
Worms need the correct mix of oxygen, moisture and favorable temperatures to survive. If they do not have these components, they will seek them out elsewhere.
Because of the many benefits earthworms provide, they can be a boon to landscapes.
GT184922

“It is a golden maxim to cultivate the garden for the
nose, and the eyes will take care of themselves.”
~ Robert Louis Stevenson

Experiment

with

Growing
Edibles

Indoors
Foodies find it hard to
beat vine-ripened tomatoes plucked right out of
a garden. Other edibles,
such as fresh lettuce for a
small luncheon salad or a
handful of fresh parsley
right out of a pot to add
to a marinade, also add a
lot to meals.
The convenience and
flavor of freshly grown
edibles propels many
home gardeners to grow
produce and herb gardens in their yards. But
those short on outdoor
space may be happy to
learn that many edibles
grow equally as well indoors as outdoors.
Many people maintain
comfortable temperatures
between 70º and 75º F in
their homes all year-long,
which can be the ideal
condition for growing an
array of edibles no matter the season. For those
with homes that receive
ample sunlight (or if homeowners are willing to
supplement with artificial
light), growing conditions

Dependable
Affordable
Quality

can be even stronger. An
indoor garden can comprise as much space as
a homeowner is willing
to devote. Shelving can
maximize vertical areas
and enable gardeners to
include even more planting room.
Keep these tips in mind
when cultivating indoor
edible gardens.
• Tomatoes: Tomatoes
should be reserved for
the sunniest spot in a
home or one where additional UV light can be
used. Tomatoes will need
pots or containers that
are roughly six inches
deep with ample drainage. Keep in mind that
tomatoes grown indoors
will be smaller than
outside fruits, and you
may want to consider
plum or cherry tomato
varieties.
• Cucumbers: For those
fresh salad mixes, cucumbers can be grown
indoors in large pots so
they can have space to
develop. Be sure to put
a climbing structure in
the pot so that vines can
grow vertically, and place
cucumbers in a sunny,
warm location.
•
Carrots:
Natural
Living Ideas says that if
you have between four
and five hours of bright

sunlight per day and deep
pots with loose, welldraining soil, you can
cultivate carrots indoors.
Carrots prefer cooler
spots for sweet yields.
Plus, carrot greens can
make for attractive indoor decorations.
• Microgreens: Swiss
chard, basil, dill, kale,
and other greens can
provide nutrient-dense
additions to any meals.
These plants do not require a lot of depth to a
container and can thrive
on a sunny windowsill in
a room that’s between 60
and 70º F.
• Scallions: These plants
of the onion family add
flavor to many recipes.
When scallions are grown
at home, gardeners can
snip off the greens as
needed. Choose deep pots
so the scallions can establish strong root systems.
• Turnips: Large, deep
pots are needed to grow
turnips,
says
Loyal
Gardener. You can grow
them from seeds and be
harvesting turnips in
about two months.
Homeowners or apartment dwellers can experiment with different
types of edibles indoors.
The result can be fresh
foods no matter the season. GT184846
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Use Renovations to
Create Healthier
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Homes
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Home renovation projects are done for several different reasons, whether to update styles, repair damaged or broken items or to achieve more living space.
More than ever before, homeowners are choosing
improvement projects geared toward making their
homes healthier.
Establishing a healthy home means different things to
different people. For example, to an environmentalist,
a healthy home may incorporate eco-friendly or green
products. To those with young children or mobility-impaired seniors, a healthy home may be one free from
potential hazards. Others may view a healthy home as
one that alleviates allergies.
Serving Shiawassee County
The World Health Organizations says inadequate or uplifting. Experiment with different types of bulbs
housing conditions, such as poor ventilation, radon, and lighting fixtures to turn drab and dreary environurban pollution, and moisture issues, can contribute ments into brighter places. Lighting may improve mood
to many preventable diseases and injuries - especially and productivity.
respiratory problems, nervous system disorders, car- C Let the sun shine in. Modify window treatments to
diovascular diseases, and cancer. Furthermore, the let more sunlight into the house. There is evidence that
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ranks indoor
sun, particularly UV light, is a potent bactericide.
Garages, Driveways, Parking Lots, air quality as a top five environmental risk to public the
The Sunlight Institute advises that there’s no harm in
health. EPA studies have found that indoor air pollu- letting natural sunlight do its work, as bacteria within
Decorative Concrete & More!
tion levels were roughly two to five times greater than eight feet of low-intensity UV light can be killed in
outdoor pollution levels.
10 minutes.
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C Be aware of furniture materials. Toxic PBDEs, Cell and Molecular Biology has found regular inhalaToon
You!
Our Advertisers Bring This Issue Of
To You!used as flame retardants
which are chemicals
fur- tion of wood smoke limits immune activity and funcThe Independent To You!
niture fabrics produced prior to 2006, can send toxins tion, and anyone who burns wood indoors should be
into the Our
air. Some
manufacturers may still use these aware of these potential health risks. Ensuring proper
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Bring This Issue Of
forms, but with similar
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The Independent risks. Before purchasing ney can help cut down on particulate matter.
C Turn to nontoxic cleaning products, pesticides
To You!
furniture, ask if a product and insecticides. Always opt for nontoxic, natural
is treated, and select natu- products when cleaning in and around the house.
rally fire-resistant materi- C Declutter the home. A cluttered, hectic space can
Our Advertisers Bring This Issue of The Independent To You!
als like wool and cotton.
affect emotions and mental state, nevermind attracting
C Lighten up. Lighting dust and making a home harder to clean. Spending time
is often underappreciated in spaces that do not elicit stressful feelings is healthier
Our Advertisers Bring This Issue of The Independent To You!
but can have a dramatic and can help residents to rest and recharge.
impact on whether a home
Making a home healthier can be on the list of this
feels inviting, warm and/ year’s renovation plans. SH182688

FREE SIDEWALK!
Purchase a new driveway
1,000 sq. ft. or more!
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MUST PRESENT COUPON.

307 N. Washington St., Downtown Owosso

989-723-3335

melcointeriors.com

SCHEDULE NOW.
Expires 5-31-18.
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Get on the
Fast Track
to Being
Organized

Getting organized is on the mind of people throughout the year, but even more so at the end of December
when individuals are making their New Year’s resolutions. According to the data pulled from Google by
iQuanti, 33,230,420 searches were made about “getting
organized” in 2016. People are still interested in finding out ways to streamline their lives and conquer the
clutter. Even though getting organized may seem like
an arduous task, there are ways to get organized and
do so quickly.
• Keep a cleanup bin handy. Put an empty basket in a central location, using it to
gather stray items scattered around main living areas. Once everything has been collected, items can be returned to their rightful place.
• Make the bed. One of the easiest ways to keep a room looking neat is to make
the bed each day. Store clean linens in a pillow case so the entire set is together and
ready to go.
• Purge closets and cabinets. There’s no point allowing old, stained or damaged
Continued on Page 8

Call Us For All Your Insurance Needs

blackmore-rowe
insurance
BUSINESS
LIFE
HOME • AUTO
Stephanie
Cleveland

Yvonne
Ryan

Let Us Help You!

DURAND 989-288-2654

www.blackmorerowedurand.com

Tom
Ray

Beverly
Miller

BYRON 810-266-4892

www.blackmorerowebyron.com

How to Control
Common Spring Pests
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Contemplating Antiques?

Just when winter thaws out and people are anxious to enjoy the blooming flowers and luscious
lawns of spring, pesky pests can appear and impact comfort levels and safety.
Many pests resume their levels of activity as
spring draws closer and temperatures warm up.
The presence of these insects and rodents may
cause problems in and around a home, which
makes it essential to recognize them and avoid
issues. The following are some of the more common spring pests and how to remedy
infestations.
Pavement ants
Pavement ants are some of the most common pests residents encounter inside and
outside of their homes. These ants are light brown to black with appendages that are
lighter than the rest of their bodies. Small in stature, pavement ants have parallel
lines on their heads and thorax, according to pest extermination company Orkin.
Although pavement ants nest outdoors, they can enter homes through small crevices in search of food scraps. Their large colonies may not disappear until treatment
is introduced. Keep foods in tightly sealed containers, clear counters and floors of
crumbs, and address water sources, such as leaks. Pesticides may be needed in extreme conditions.
Fleas
Fleas are tiny, jumping, biting pests that must find a host upon which to live. As
ectoparasites, they feed on blood while living on the body of living hosts. Pets can
bring fleas inside the yard and home in warm weather. According to the University
of California Statewide Integrated Pest Management Program, flea larvae develop
Continued on Page 9
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Here’s How to Buy

Antique furnishings, decor, coins, and
toys remain popular among consumers.
Unlike the mass-produced merchandise of today, antiques have history, and
their endurance through decades, if not
centuries, is a testament to the quality
craftsmanship and materials used to
create these often timeless pieces.
Antiques also might be more affordable than many shoppers think. Savvy
shoppers may find mid-range “brown
furniture,” which constitutes some antique wood pieces, more affordable than
reproductions. Homeowners and apartment dwellers who want their rooms
to stand apart often rely on antiques to
provide a unique ambiance.
Antique shopping also is a “green”
endeavor. Antiquing is an eco-friendly
practice, putting to use items that have
been recycled and reused.
Antiques also can be a good investment, as they generally retain their value while adding texture, contrast and personality to any room of the house.
Understanding antiques can take time, but even the novice can develop an eye for
pieces that strike their fancy. And thanks to the wealth of information about collectibles and antiques available online, shoppers have constant access to information
about antiques at their fingertips. Shoppers may even be
able to comparison shop on their mobile phones.
Mid-range antiques can be particularly easy to buy
thanks to the available inventory. Novices may want to
begin by exploring mid-range antiques. As they gain
more knowledge and expertise, shoppers who covet antiques can move on to high-end pieces that are more
expensive. Some antiques are put in the same category
as fine artwork and are considered just as valuable.
Another reason to browse and shop antiques is to
learn about the value of similar items homeowners may
already own. For those looking to downsize a collection or simply liquidate an estate, antiquing is a great
way to get hands-on experience.
Rummaging through antique stores or markets can be
a relaxing experience as well. And many antique enthusiasts find shopping for antiques is like a treasure hunt
to find that coveted piece and unearth a bit of history in
the process. TF179336

“In the spring, at the end of the day,
you should smell like dirt.”
~ Margaret Atwood
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North American Overhead Door Inc
2036 N M 52
2036
N. M-52, OwOssO
OWOSSO,
MI 48867-1218
989-723-2931 MI 48867-1218
northamericanohd.com

989-723-2931

Priced is based on a 7' tall door. 8' and 10' tall operators are available at
an additional cost. Please show add at the time of purchasing.

Price is based on a 7’ tall door. 8’ and 10’ tall
operators are available at an additional cost.
Please show add at the time of purchasing.

OVERHEAD DOOR, INC.

northamericanohd.com

FREE Stone Chip Repair*
Car Lock-Outs • Locksmith Service
*When Deductible Is Waived

989-723-2111

1660 E. Main St. (M-21) • Owosso
(Across from Walmart)
Mon.-Fri. 8-5

AUTO
Mobile Service
Windshields • Stone Chips
Pick-Up/Delivery Service
We work with
auto deductibles
RESIDENTIAL
Mirrors • Table Tops
Storm Windows/Screens
COMMERCIAL
Commercial Doors/Hardware
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Get on the
Fast Track
to Being
Organized
Continued from Page 6

items to take up space.
Set aside days to clear expired medication from the
bathroom cabinet, discard
ripped or ill-fitting clothing from the closet, or to
dispose of broken toys in
a nursery.
• Write things down.
Tasks seem more manageable when they are written

The Independent Newsgroup 989-723-1118

down in black-and-white
and can be crossed off as
completed. Writing things
down also helps make
the mind feel more organized.
• Exercise caution before
buying. Don’t buy more
than you need; otherwise,
you’ll have to find space
for extra items. Also,

keep inventory of food
and supplies in the house
so you’re not unwittingly
buying duplicates.
• Sort mail and paperwork. Establish different categories for papers
so they can be sorted
and discarded as needed.
These may include bills,
invitations, school papers,

Did You
Know?
Sloan’s Septic
Tank Service

Family Owned
& Operated Over 60 years

(517) 655-1632

6453 N. Williamston Rd., Perry

and
mail. Reduce
organize,
let them. It can
Thejunk
Independent
Newsgroup
989-723-1118
paper clutter by opting for be a fun project for an addigital
correspondence olescent to rearrange the
whenwww.owossoindependent.com
possible.
pantry or offer their ideas
• Make one repair at a for corralling messes.
time.www.owossoindependent.com
Tackle that source TF17C537
of stress by focusing on
one repair and seeing it
The Independent Newsgroup
The Independent Newsgroup
through to completion.
989-723-1118
989-723-1118
• Delegate the work.
If kids want to help
989-723-1118
The Independent Newsgroup

989-723-1118
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1047 N. Shiawassee St.
(989) 743-8844
www.dgequipment.com

Stihl power equipment

Must present coupon. Limit one coupon per purchase.
Valid on new Stihl power equipment only. Not valid
on Stihl parts and accessories. No cash value.
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• Concrete Flatwork
• Decorative Concrete
• Driveways & Sidewalks
• Stamped Patios
• Pole Barns

Expires 04/30/2018
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It is recommended
that you clean your
septic tank every
2-3 years for a family
of four. Spring
& Summer is a great
time to clean out
your septic tank.

Valid at D&G Equipment in Corunna, Mason,
Williamston, Howell, Highland, and Charlotte
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1907 W. M-21, Owosso

www.owossoindependent.com
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How to Control Common Spring Pests
Hours Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. by appt.
Doug Perry, Owner

Draw Tite Hitches, Meyer Plows,
Wiring, Repair, Truck & Car Accessories

PH 989-725-9977

710 S. CHIPMAN ST., OWOSSO fax 989-729-6559

PERRY
PLUMBING, INC.

• New Construction • Remodels • Service
• Boiler Heating Systems • In-Floor Radiant Heating

517-625-6133

Continued from Page 7

more quickly at higher temperatures. At normal room temperatures, the entire life
cycle of a flea is about 18 days.
Several flea control products are available to control fleas on cats and dogs. There
also may be powders and sprays to alleviate flea infestations in the home. Vacuuming
is also very effective in killing larvae in the carpet and at picking up adults.
Wasps
An errant wasp, hornet or yellow jacket may have survived winter and ridden out
the colder temperatures within a home. Once the weather warms, queens will begin
to look for places to lay eggs and establish colonies. Treating areas where wasps are
seen entering and leaving the home is key. Seal holes as soon as possible.
Although
wasps help control
other
insect
populations,
their painful
stings
and poOur Advertisers
Bring
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Issue
of
Our
Advertisers
tentially aggressive
nature
can
make
them
challenging
to
have
around
a
home.
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Spring Cleaning can
Alleviate Allergies

Allergies affect people
of all ages. The American
Academy of Allergy,
Asthma & Immunology
reports that allergic rhinitis affects between 10 and
30 percent of the world’s
population. In addition,
the prevalence of allergic diseases has risen in
industrialized nations for
more than 50 years.
Seasonal allergies tend to
be the strongest in spring
and autumn. Allergies can
be exacerbated by many factors, including in homes
where improvements are being made. Regular housecleaning can remove many common allergy triggers
and help alleviate symptoms. Knowing which common
home improvement mistakes can aggravate allergies
can help homeowners avoid them.
Suit up
Before any cleaning begins, allergy sufferers should
wear face masks and rubber gloves to prevent themselves from breathing in allergens or having them touch
their hands, where they can be transferred to the face or
elsewhere. Those cleaning should also wear clothes that
can be easily removed and laundered after a day’s work.
Clean windows singularly
Prolonged exposure to outdoor allergens, such as pollen, mold or ragweed, can aggravate allergies. Therefore,
if windows are being cleaned, do one at a time and then
promptly close the window. Having the air conditioning
running can help filter the air as well.
Use exhaust fans
The AAAAI recommends using an exhaust fan in
the kitchen and bathrooms to reduce the levels of moisture in these rooms and filter out potential allergens and
odors. Moisture can eventually lead to the growth of
mold and mildew, which isn’t healthy for anyone, including allergy sufferers, to breathe in.
Invest in a HEPA filter
Vacuums with HEPA filters can trap allergens that are
so small that they pass through regular vacuum filters.
That means instead of containing them, these small
particles are only being shot back into the air where
they are easily breathed in. WebMD suggests vacuuming once or twice a week to keep carpets and floors as

clean as possible. Plus, don’t forget to vacuum upholstered furniture and drapes as well.
Launder with hot water
When it comes time to wash linens, do so in hot water,
which can kill dust mites residing in sheets and blankets. Employ mattress covers to further protect against
dust mite allergies.
Shampoo smart
Shampooing a carpet may cause moisture to become trapped in the carpet fibers, leading to increased
dust mites or mold growth. Spot-clean stains instead.
Otherwise, hire a professional cleaner who will clean
and dry the carpet as quickly as possible.
Damp dusting is better
When cleaning up dust or home renovation debris, use
a damp cloth or a vinegar solution to wipe down surfaces. This helps trap small particles instead of sending
them into the air.
Treat mold issues
Mold can trigger allergic reactions, so it is best to
keep it out of a home. Solutions that contain at least
10 percent bleach can be effective at killing mold, but
it’s best to prevent mold from growing entirely. That
means keeping tabs of any moisture issues and addressing them immediately.
Allergies can be problematic, but routine home
cleaning in the right way can help alleviate symptoms.
SH182702

Simplify Paving Stone Installation

Paving stones can add beauty to walkways, driveways
and backyard patios, providing that eye-catching finishing touch to a property while enhancing its curb appeal.
Even though the installation of pavers can be a labor-intensive process, with the right tools and tips, this can be
a do-it-yourself project for homeowners with renovation
experience. Consider these tricks and how-to tips courtesy of The Home Depot, DIY Network and Unilock.
Get your supplies
To begin a paver project, homeowners will need to
stock up on some supplies they may not already have at
home. Marking paint, mason line, wooden stakes, leveling sand, paver base, and more will be required. A manual tamper can be used. However, for larger areas, it can
be worth the cost to rent a plate compactor.
Measure the area
The number of bags of sand, paver base and paving
stones needed for the project depends on the size of the
area. For example, according to the Home Depot, for 60
square feet, homeowners will need about 30 12 x 12-inch
paver stones, 40 bags of paver base and 12 bags of paver
leveling sand.
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Mid-Michigan’s
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(989) 288-4600
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for a limited time. Visit your Husqvarna
dealer for complete details.

8800 E. Lansing Rd.
Durand
(Next to McDonald’s)

Spray or mark the area where the paving stones will
be laid. Measure carefully so you can order exactly how
many stones you will need. Have the materials delivered to reduce heavy lifting and trips to the store. Be
sure to have all utility lines marked prior to excavation to
avoid damage.
Prepare the base carefully
One of the most important aspects of paver installation
involves preparing the base. If you cut corners in this
process, the finished results can be sloppy, weeds can
grow through and/or stones may loosen.
It’s essential to grade the area away from the house. That
means that the highest point of the patio or walkway
should be closest to the house and then the incline gradually flattens out as it moves away from the home. This allows proper water runoff. Mark the height on the stakes
and adjust the mason line. Remember to slope the area
away from your home with a drop-off of about one inch
for every 8 feet.
Continued on Page 11
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Simplify Paving Stone

Continued from Page 10

The base of many DIY applications should be between
four and six inches deep. Work incrementally, raking
and tamping until the base is firm. Lightly wetting the
material can help it solidify.
Sand helps inhibit weed growth and anchor the pavers
together. Plastic lining will not be practical.
Installation
Use edge restraints and a string line to keep the design
straight. Do not hammer the pavers together. Paver sand
will need to be swept over and settled between the stones
to help set them in place.
It helps to read tutorials and watch videos on paving
stone installation prior to beginning the project. With
practice, the installation will go more smoothly. FH178208

Steps to Take Before
an Appraiser’s Visit

Homeowners unfamiliar with the appraisal process
might not know if there is anything they can do to make
the process go more smoothly. While certain variables
involved in the appraisal process, such as location of the
home and the value of surrounding homes, are beyond
homeowners’ control, the Appraisal Institute recommends homeowners take the following steps before an
appraiser visits their home.
H Clean the house. A dirty home that is full of clutter will not make the best impression on appraisers.
Dirty homes may be vulnerable to insect infestations
that can lead to structural
problems with the home.
While a dirty home is not
necessarily an indicator
of infestations or a reflecONE
DAY
tion of a home’s value, a
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clean home will create a
SERVICE
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stronger first impression
AVAILABLE!
with the appraiser.
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FIRE EXTINGUISHERS • ALL TYPES
have been putting off re*RECHARGE ON LOCATION
pairs should make them beDry Chemical, Co2, Clean Agent, Wet Chemical, Etc.
fore the appraiser arrives.
Fire Systems - Wet Chemical / Dry Chemical / Sprinklers
Homes with repairs that
still need to be made will
Emergency / Exit Light • Smoke Detectors • Cabinets • Hydrostatic Testing • First Aid
likely be valued less than
619 S. Washington St. • Owosso
similar homes with no such

HAVE YOU BEEN INSPECTED?
WE CAN HELP!

www.clarkfireandsafety.com
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repair issues. Though repairs can be costly,
investing in home repairs will likely increase both the
appraisal and resale value of the home.
H Obtain all necessary documents before the appraiser
arrives. Homeowners who have certain documentation
at the ready can speed up the appraisal process. Such
documentation may include a survey of the house and
property; a deed or title report; a recent tax bill; if applicable, a list of items to be sold with the house; purchase history of the home; and the original plans and
specifications of the home.
H Inform the appraiser about recent improvements.
Homeowners can inform appraisers about any recent
improvements to the home and the cost of those improvements. The value of home improvements with
regard to a home’s appraisal value vary depending on
a hostOur
of variables,
but having
such
information
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Mulching Basics

Mulch comprises just about any material that is
spread over the surface of soil. Its purpose is primarily to help soil retain moisture. In addition, mulch can
staunch weed growth, keep soil cool, improve the aesthetics of garden beds, and even improve soil nutrient
composition. When the right mulch is chosen, it can
reduce the amount of time homeowners spend watering and weeding their gardens and insulate plants
from dramatic changes in weather.
Gardeners may not realize that mulch also can prevent garden soil from becoming overly compacted,
according to HGTV. This can mean beneficial earthworms can move easily through the soil, creating
channels for water and depositing their nutrient-rich
waste products.
Gardeners can choose organic or inorganic mulch.
Organic mulches are derived from natural materials
that will decompose over time, lending organic matter
as well as various nutrients to the soil. Organic mulches also may contain beneficial microorganisms that
can fight against plant diseases. Inorganic mulches
may be made of stones, landscape fabrics and plastic.
Both types will need to be amended or replaced as
they degrade. Those who want the most environmentally-friendly mulching materials can choose all-natural mulches instead of synthetic alternatives.
To work effectively, mulch should be applied in a twoto three-inch layer of material. This is the ideal amount
to retain soil moisture and suppress weed growth without choking plants. Also, mulch that is too thick may
make it impossible for water to penetrate, or it may prevent the soil from airing out, causing continuously wet
conditions that lead to root and stem rot.
The University of Connecticut Home & Garden
Education Center says mulch should not be placed directly against plant crowns or tree bases, as this can
promote the development of disease. It may also serve
as a habitat for bark- and stem-eating rodents. The
center also suggests watering newly installed bark
or wood mulches to prevent fungi from colonizing in
dry mulch and causing problems like a water-repellent
surface on the mulch.
Home landscapers considering mulch types may find
that compost, manure and grass clippings (from nonpesticide-treated lawns) can be inexpensive and versatile in
garden beds. The home advice site The Spruce notes
that newspaper may also be effective. Many newspapers
have switched over to organic dyes, especially for their
black and white sections. Newspapers are an inexpensive way to suppress weeds and act like organic mulch
in beds. They can be covered with other organic mulch,
like shredded bark, for more visual appeal.
Mulch can be a versatile asset when doing gardening
projects around home landscapes. And the benefits
are more than just aesthetic. GT184841
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